MARIE M. JOHNSON
Craig 2 has considered tensors T%\\ whose components are functions of n variables represented by x and their m derivatives X , X y ' ' ' y OC (m) . He obtained the covariant derivative (1) is denoted by the added subscript. Throughout, a repeated letter in one term indicates a sum of n terms. The purpose of this note is to derive another tensor from T%\ \ \ whose covariant rank is one larger. The general process will be shown clearly by using T a (x, x', x", x" f gives the tensor equations of transformation of the tensor T a as
where y stands for the n variables y l , y 2 > • • • , y n and a similar notation is used for the derivatives y', y", and y tn '. On differentiating equations (3) with respect to y' h it is found that
The derivatives can be expressed by using the following general formulas : If formulas (6) and (9) are substituted in equations (5) Hence the new tensor whose covariant rank has been increased by one is
where {£} and \p\ are defined in (2) and (10). Because of the general relations in (5) it is easy to verify that the tensor m ^ 3, has a covariant rank which is one larger than that of T%\\\ whose components are functions of (x, x', • • • , x {m) ). If the components of the tensor T a (x, x', x", x rn ) do not contain the derivatives x'", then (11) reduces to Craig's covariant derivative (1), and if there are no x n or x tn derivatives, then the result is a partial differentiation with respect to x'.
The usual rules for the derivative of a sum of tensors of the same type and rank and for the product of any tensors are preserved by this provess.
If m = 2, a scalar T(x 1 x', x") will give a covariant tensor which is similar to that in (11) when the tensor equations for T(y, y', y") are differentiated with respect to y instead of y'. The tensor is (13) Z\*-ZVa{J} -2V*a| J|.
However, if m = 2 and a tensor T a (x, x', x" ) is used, an extra term T ô A"p has to be added to three terms similar to those in (13). If this process is performed on the tensor Q a (x t x', x"), the result is the zero tensor.
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